Speak No Evil Opens In Los Angeles
May 28, 2013

Speak No Evil The Movie
Beverly Hills, CA (RPRN) 05/28/13 — The independent horror film, Speak No Evil starring

Gabrielle Stone makes its Los Angeles premiere on May 30, 2013 at 7:30pm at the Music Hall
3, 9036 Wilshire Blvd, Beverly Hills, CA 90211. The event is being hosted by MINDPLATE.tv
with Gabrielle Stone and her mother, iconic film star Dee Wallace (E.T, Cujo, Lords of Salem) in
attendance. Gabrielle and Dee Wallace have invited a host of celebrities and industry
professionals eager to see Stone following in the footsteps of her Hollywood bloodline.

Gabrielle Stone plays Anna, young mother whose daughter has gone missing under suspicious
circumstances. In her search for the daughter and subsequently, all the children in a small town,
the movie takes a turn into a suspenseful, drama-filled horror. The film also stars Mario Guzman
and newcomer Olivia Cavender.

The film, which was shot in Arizona, opened on May 24th in Tempe, Arizona to a sold-out crowd.
The premiere movie screening and companion comic book were part of the Phoenix ComicCon
weekend where they were a fan favorite.

“We are thrilled to offer Speak No Evil to audiences in Los Angeles.” Said Gabrielle. “This is a
big event but it’s just the start of a summer long tour for the movie, meeting fans, participating in
panels and screenings. It’s exhausting but a lot of fun to see people’s reaction and talk to them
personally about making Speak No Evil.”

Stone and her mother Dee Wallace recently appeared together at the Motor City Nightmares
HorrorCon in Detroit. Wallace, who notably made her mark playing a mother in the Spielberg's
1982 ET: The Extra Terrestrial said, "I am thrilled my daughter is having so much success doing

what she loves. She has an amazing talent and a deep emotional life. But above everything, she
is a loving and compassionate person who makes the world a better place."

For the complete screening schedule of Speak No Evil starring Gabrielle Stone visit
www.mindplate.tv.
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